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1.

10 November 2020

Summary/Headlines

Gareth Southgate has frequently stated his preference to pick England squads based on the form of the players, rather than past reputation. If that is the case,
then how does he objectively measure a player’s form?
At Carteret Analytics we provide quantitative analysis to leading football clubs around the world, including Premier League and Championship clubs. It has been
developed from quantitative analysis in investment banking to provide an objective measure of a football player’s contribution to his team winning matches. It
removes all the subjective ‘noise’ about how good a player is, and allows a football club, or international team manager in this case, to objectively compare one
player against another.
Every player receives a Carteret Rating, which is updated after every match that he has played. The team at Carteret Analytics has assessed the performances of
every England player selected for the squad, announced on the 5th November, to determine who Gareth Southgate should pick in his starting lineups for the
forthcoming international matches, and it has produced some interesting results.
Despite some criticism this season, and being dropped by Ancelotti, Jordan Pickford has objectively performed the best of any England goalkeeper this season.
The dilemma for Gareth Southgate is that the data indicates that Pickford’s form is currently demonstrating a negative trend. Pickford has a predicted
performance contribution for the next match, that is actually lower than Nick Pope and Dean Henderson. If the team is picked on form, the data indicates that
Nick Pope from Burnley should be selected as the ﬁrst-choice goalkeeper.
Thirteen defenders have been selected in the current squad, however Trent Alexander-Arnold has withdrawn from the squad, due to the injury he sustained in
the match against Manchester City. This research paper has been completed with the player considered to be unavailable for selection in the next three matches.
From the remaining twelve defenders, Gareth Southgate will have to make some diﬃcult decisions. Ultimately, the ﬁnal decision will be dependent on the chosen
formation for that match. In the Nations League games England played in October, Southgate’s preference was to set the team up in a 3-4-2-1 formation. This
has been used as the basis for the Carteret Analytics best starting XI, using our objective analytical analysis.
In midﬁeld, seven players are competing against each other for a place in the starting lineups. The data shows that objectively, Jack Grealish is the standout
player, with a Carteret Rating of 316.7. If form is a major inﬂuence over player selection, then James Ward-Prowse is the stand-out player, with his Form
Indicator suggesting a strong performance in his next match.
In Attack, Gareth Southgate has a choice of six forwards. Harry Kane is the highest rated England forward in the 2020/21 season, with a Carteret Rating of
345.7, Kane has demonstrated a consistent level of performance throughout the season, and his form is predicted to continue in the match.
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The data suggests that on this season's objective performance contributions, the two players stand out players are Dominic Calvert-Lewin and Marcus
Rashford. After Harry Kane, both players have a Carteret Rating (Season to date) that is higher than the other forwards selected in the squad. The dilemma for
Gareth Southgate is that Dominic Calvert-Lewin has the worst predicted form of any of the chosen forwards. An alternative may be Tammy Abraham, he has
the highest predicted Form Indicator for the next match. This could certainly be one of Southgate’s more diﬃcult selection decisions.
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Squad Overview Table
Squad Overview Table
Player

Position

Current Team

Age

Carteret Rating (Season to date)

CRCI

Jordan Pickford

Goalkeeper

Everton

26

188.5

2.08

Nick Pope

Goalkeeper

Burnley

28

144.1

2.08

Dean Henderson

Goalkeeper

Manchester United

23

166.7

4.33

Trent Alexander-Arnold

Defender

Liverpool

22

203.9

1.25

Ben Chilwell

Defender

Chelsea

23

250.9

1.92

Conor Coady

Defender

Wolverhampton Wanderers

27

190.2

1.81

Eric Dier

Defender

Tottenham

26

210.3

1.81

Joe Gomez

Defender

Liverpool

23

241.2

1.44

Reece James

Defender

Chelsea

20

230.5

1.80

Michael Keane

Defender

Everton

27

273.4

1.81

Harry Maguire

Defender

Manchester United

27

240.4

1.54

Ainsley Maitland-Niles

Defender

Arsenal

23

111.3

3.15

Tyrone Mings

Defender

Aston Villa

27

238.5

2.08

Bukayo Saka

Defender

Arsenal

19

141.1

2.11

Kieran Trippier

Defender

Atletico Madrid

30

163.5

2.35

Kyle Walker

Defender

Manchester City

30

224.3

1.40

Phil Foden

Midﬁelder

Manchester City

20

195.8

2.27

Jordan Henderson

Midﬁelder

Liverpool

30

202.2

2.08

Jack Grealish

Midﬁelder

Aston Villa

25

316.7

2.08

Mason Mount

Midﬁelder

Chelsea

21

212.2

1.84

Declan Rice

Midﬁelder

West Ham United

21

197.5

1.81

Jude Bellingham

Midﬁelder

Borussia Dortmund

17

141.7

3.17

James Ward-Prowse

Midﬁelder

Southampton

26

268.7

1.81

Harry Winks

Midﬁelder

Tottenham

24

159.8

2.40

Tammy Abraham

Forward

Chelsea

23

208.9

2.70

Dominic Calvert-Lewin

Forward

Everton

23

285.3

1.87

Harry Kane

Forward

Tottenham

27

345.7

1.59

Marcus Rashford

Forward

Manchester United

23

274.3

1.51

Jadon Sancho

Forward

Borussia Dortmund

20

203.0

2.70

Raheem Sterling

Forward

Manchester City

25

219.7

1.39

Form Indicator
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What is the best England Starting XI?

Exhibit 1: Two formation charts showcasing the strongest overall Carteret Rating XI (on the left) and the strongest XI based on objective form (on the right), both within a 3-4-2-1 formation.

●
●

●
●

●

The two teams above have been selected utilising Southgate’s most used formation (3-4-2-1) in anticipation that he will wish to continue predominantly
using this formation for the upcoming games this month.
The team on the left represents one with the highest overall Carteret Rating (CR) for the season so far. We know that form is a signiﬁcant consideration
when it comes to selecting a starting XI, and thus in addition to the highest overall CR XI, we have put together an additional team to reﬂect the selection
of players that are currently displaying the greatest level of form.
Our methodology for calculating form is built around the basis that a player's last 6 matches provide a suﬃcient amount of data to be able to project, with
a high degree of accuracy, the level of performance expected in the next match they play.
Our analysis agrees with Southgate’s belief that overall, Pickford remains the strongest option in front of the net. However, his form has taken a dip in
recent games as Everton struggle to maintain momentum from their strong start to the season and this has consequently brought Burnley’s Nick Pope
into our objective form XI.
We can see a similar trend happening with Pickford’s teammate Michael Keane whose form has started to decline with Everton’s descent from top of
the Premier League and this has invited Tyrone Mings into our objective form XI thanks to his consistent performances in recent games.
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●
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Southampton’s James Ward-Prowse has managed to maintain his impressive start to the season and has rightfully earned his position in both our
overall and objective form starting XIs.
Raheem Sterling has endured a weaker start to the Premier League season when compared to the high performance levels he had set in previous years.
This has disrupted his previously undisputed place amongst the starting XI and our analysis indicates that at present Jadon Sancho and Marcus
Rashford both present a better alternative to Manchester City forward.

Alternative Formation: Best Starting XI 4-3-3
●
●

As previously stated, it is likely that Southgate will lean towards his favoured 3-4-2-1 formation. He has however at times, adopted the more popular 4-3-3
line up and as such, we have included a team selection most suited to the 4-3-3 approach.
Some notable inclusions are:
○ Reece James represents a more well rounded right back when compared to Kyle Walker who provides a much more oﬀensive play style that
could be considered as better tailored to the right wing back position incorporated into the 3-4-2-1 formation.
○ Chelsea’s Mason Mount makes the selection as the 3rd strongest central midﬁeld option if England wishes to line up with 3 in the middle.
○ As England’s highest rated player, Harry Kane remains the clear cut centre forward choice for any of the line ups we have mentioned and also
demonstrating an impressive level of consistency in each of his performances so far this season.

Exhibit 2: A formation chart to show the strongest starting XI for England in a 4-3-3 formation.
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4.

Breakdown of team selection, by position

4.1

Goalkeepers
●

●

10 November 2020

Jordan Pickford has objectively performed the best of any England goalkeeper this season. The dilemma for Gareth Southgate is that the data
indicates that Pickford’s form is currently demonstrating a negative trend. Pickford has a predicted performance contribution for the next match, that is
actually lower than Nick Pope and Dean Henderson. If the team is picked on form, then Nick Pope from Burnley should be selected as the ﬁrst-choice
goalkeeper. Southgate’s preference is to pick Jordan Pickford ahead of Nick Pope, which suggests his decisions are based on more factors than just
current form.
The charts below demonstrate the match play attributes oﬀered by the three selected England goalkeepers. Jordan Pickford oﬀers the team a higher
level of Game Control but Nick Pope has signiﬁcantly higher Distribution attributes. The performance attributes of Pickford and Pope combined with
their Carteret Rating and Form Indicator demonstrate that either player deserves to be picked ahead of Dean Henderson, who has had limited playing
time at Manchester United this season, playing only once in the Champions League and twice in the Carabao Cup. He is not expected to push for a place
in the starting lineup.

Exhibit 3: A radar chart and horizontal bar chart to compare the playing attributes of the three selected England goalkeepers, vs League Percentiles.
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4.2

10 November 2020

Defenders
●

The chosen match formation will have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence over which defenders are selected to start in the next three matches. On the right-side of the
defence, the data suggests the choice should be between Kyle Walker from Manchester City and Reece James from Chelsea. Carteret Analytics have
based our ﬁnal selection decision on the data shown in the charts below. The Carteret Ratings for Walker (224.3) and James (230.5) show that
objectively these two players oﬀer the team a similar level of objective performance. The attribute analysis below shows that both players demonstrate the
same level of Game Control, but it is Reece James who is more of a Game Changer.

Exhibit 4: A radar chart and horizontal bar chart to compare the playing attributes of two selected England Right-Backs, vs League Percentiles.

●

This season, Reece James’ overall matchplay contribution has come from a right-sided defensive position on the pitch. The chart below shows that Kyle
Walker plays predominantly in a more advanced pitch position, demonstrating his highest level of success in a right-sided midﬁeld pitch position. If the
team is to be set up based on an oﬀensive strategy, in games England are expected to dominate, then Kyle Walker should be selected to start. If the
strategy will be more defensive, against opponents who are expected to oﬀer more of an attacking threat, then the data suggests it is Reece James who
should be selected because of where he has had positional success this season.
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Exhibit 5: Charts illustrating the relative success of Reece James and Kyle Walker by matchplay position.

●

●

●

The data suggests that in central defence, the chosen players in a 3-4-2-1 formation based on the objective Carteret Rating, should be Joe Gomez,
Michael Keane and Harry Maguire. Keane’s form trend shows his performance contributions are actually declining in recent matches. One alternative
to Michael Keane is Tyrone Mings who plays for Aston Villa. Mings has a lower Carteret Rating compared to Michael Keane, but his form trend
indicates that his performance levels will be higher in the next match.
An analysis of the attributes of the three central defenders shows that they all demonstrate similar levels of performance attributes. Michael Keane will
oﬀer the team slightly more in Oﬀensive in game scenarios, but Michael Keane appears to be the better player in terms of his Game Control and
Discipline.
Interestingly none of the central defenders discussed above have played as part Gareth Southgate’s preferred 3-4-2-1 formation this season for their
respective clubs. Each of the players have only played in a traditional formation utilising two central defenders and two full-backs.
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Exhibit 6: A stacked bar chart and a radar chart to compare the playing attributes of three selected England central defenders, vs League Percentiles.
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4.3

10 November 2020

Midﬁelders
●
●

●

The data suggests that the preferred midﬁelders should be a combination of James Ward-Prowse, Jack Grealish and Jordan Henderson.
Ward-Prowse and Grealish both demonstrate exceptionally high Game Changer attributes when compared to all other EPL midﬁelders. They both have
the ability to transform a match. Jordan Henderson oﬀers a higher level of Game Control and is therefore more likely to be able to contain a match. A
combination of either Ward-Prowse or Grealish alongside Henderson will provide an oﬀensive/defensive balance to the England team.
To ﬁnalise our decision on which players should be chosen, it is important to consider each player's comparative positional success. Looking at the charts
below it can be seen that Ward-Prowse and Henderson have the highest level of matchplay contribution in either a defensive midﬁeld or midﬁeld
position. Grealish’s overall matchplay contribution is being demonstrated in a more advanced attacking midﬁeld role.

Exhibit 7: Charts illustrating the relative success of James Ward-Prowse, Jack Grealish and Jordan Henderson by matchplay position.

●

●

Southgate has a number of diverse options at his disposal in the centre of the pitch. These can be utilised to England’s advantage depending on what the
team needs in diﬀerent matchups and phases of the game. We can see that Jack Grealish could represent an excellent impact substitution for the team
if they are in need of a goal thanks to his incredibly high Game Changer attribute. Alternatively, if the team is looking for a more reassuring defensive option
to see out the end of a match, the likes of Declan Rice and Harry Winks can be called upon to make use of their high Defensive attributes.
Interestingly, Chelsea’s Mason Mount appears to be the most well rounded player in the midﬁeld with all of his attributes exceeding the 50th League
Percentile.
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Exhibit 8: A radar chart and horizontal bar chart to compare the playing attributes of four selected England midﬁelders, vs League Percentiles.
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10 November 2020

Forwards
●
●
●
●
●

At present, the current forward options for England are highly competitive. Our analysis has narrowed down the starting choices to Jadon Sancho,
Marcus Rashford and Raheem Sterling.
As seen below, Jadon Sancho has displayed the greatest level of consistency in his performances this season albeit at a much lower standard than what
Rashford and Sterling have been capable of.
Manchester United’s Rashford has performed the strongest overall thus far, and has also achieved the highest peak performance out of the 3 players.
Sterling has struggled for form in his recent run of games and looks to be at his weakest point going into the international break.
The preference of who to start may come down to the strategy and tactics adopted for the upcoming matches. As pointed out on the radar chart below,
Sancho can oﬀer the highest level of Game Control whilst Rashford and Sterling are stronger oﬀensively and ultimately contribute to a greater creation
of Key Match Events (KMEs).

Exhibit 9: A line graph and a radar chart to compare the performance levels and playing attributes of the three selected England midﬁelders.
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5.

Opposition Analysis

5.1

Ireland - Key Players

5.1.1

Conor Hourihane

10 November 2020

Exhibit 10: A radar chart and horizontal bar chart to compare the playing attributes of Conor Hourihane and Jordan Henderson, vs League Percentiles.

●
●
●

4

It should be noted that Conor Hourihane has made just two appearances this season which is represented by his very high CRCI4 and thus, his CRCI
should be taken into consideration when reading the player’s analysis.
Despite a lack of game time at club level, Conor Hourihane has shown a glimpse of his potential to be a very well rounded player for the Irish team. Both
his Oﬀensive and Defensive attributes are equally strong and exceed that of Liverpool Captain Jordan Henderson.
Impressively, Hourihane joins Henderson in the top 25% of most disciplined players in the Premier League.

CRCI dictates the level of conﬁdence in the quantity and quality of the raw data used to calculate any Carteret Rating (see Glossary below).
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●
●

10 November 2020

The Irish midﬁelder does appear to have a substantial ability to contribute and create KMEs during a match, expressed through his incredibly high Game
Changer attribute.
From the limited data that we do have, we can see that Hourihane achieves the majority of his successful contributions within the attacking midﬁeld and
defensive midﬁeld zones of the pitch. This again emphasises the notion of Hourihane being a rounded player that is able to assist with attacking and
defensive phases of play.

Exhibit 11: A chart illustrating the relative success of Conor Hourihane by matchplay position.
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5.1.2

10 November 2020

Matt Doherty

Exhibit 12: A radar chart and horizontal bar chart to compare the playing attributes of Matt Doherty, Kyle Walker and Reece James, vs League Percentiles.

●
●
●

Matt Doherty shows a similar set of attributes to Manchester City right back Kyle Walker.
The Irish defender falls short of his English equivalents with regards to the level of Game Control he can provide. This ultimately reduces his
reliability when it comes to maintaining a positive score position and could present a possible area of weakness for the Irish team.
Doherty is able to provide successful match contributions to a diverse range of areas on the pitch both Oﬀensively and Defensively.
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Exhibit 13: A chart illustrating the relative success of Matt Doherty by matchplay position.
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5.2

Belgium - Key Players

5.2.1

Kevin De Bruyne

10 November 2020

Exhibit 14: A radar chart and horizontal bar chart to compare the playing attributes of Kevin De Bruyne, Jack Grealish and James Ward-Prowse, vs League Percentiles.

●
●
●

The Game Changer and Oﬀensive attributes are certainly where Kevin De Bruyne’s strengths lie. The radar chart (see above left) illustrates this, in
comparison with Jack Grealish, who has a similar distribution of attributes but at a lower rating.
However, De Bruyne is below the 50% mark compared to all EPL midﬁelders in Game Control. James Ward-Prowse, on the other hand, is in the above
the 75th League Percentile in this attribute, whilst achieving Game Changer statistics just short of De Bruyne’s.
The bar chart (see above right), emphasises that De Bruyne excels in the Oﬀensive attribute in comparison to the other two players, to which his rating is
almost 25% higher.
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Exhibit 15: A chart illustrating the relative success of Kevin De Bruyne by matchplay position.

●

●

The above bar chart demonstrates that De Bruyne attains most of his successful contributions within the attacking midﬁeld zones of the pitch, particularly
in a 4-2-3-1 formation. This highlights that De Bruyne’s qualities predominantly compliment attacking phases of play, whereby he has success in assists,
key passes and goalscoring.
In contrast, when De Bruyne occupies a more central midﬁeld position, especially in a less attacking role (typically in a 4-3-3 formation), his contribution
to team success is signiﬁcantly lower.
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5.2.2 Romelu Lukaku
Exhibit 16: A radar chart and horizontal bar chart to compare the playing attributes of Romelu Lukaku and Harry Kane, vs League Percentiles.

●
●
●

Whilst being a very good striker, Romelu Lukaku fails to outweigh Kane in 4 out of the 5 attributes that form our analysis.
Most importantly, Lukaku’s Game Changer attribute sits within the 75th League Percentile which consequently means that England should
demonstrate caution to the volume of KMEs that Lukaku is capable of generating. This makes him a huge goal scoring threat.
Our analysis shows that Lukaku is actually better than the England Captain when it comes to controlling the game. This is most interesting to see
as we associate the Game Control attribute with tactical leadership qualities, an area we deem vitality important to the recipe of a good captain.
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Exhibit 17: A chart illustrating the relative success of Romelu Lukaku by matchplay position.
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Axel Witsel

Exhibit 18: A radar chart and horizontal bar chart to compare the playing attributes of Axel Witsel and Declan Rice, vs League Percentiles.

●
●

Axel Witsel’s and Declan Rice’s performance attributes are in similar areas, to which have very similar Discipline, Defensive and Game Changer attribute
levels.
However, Witsel’s Game Control (in which he is in the 90th League Percentile compared to all EPL midﬁelders) rating is noticeably higher, in addition to
his Oﬀensive attributes, suggesting that his greater experience has strengthened his contribution to team success.
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Exhibit 19: A chart illustrating the relative success of Axel Witsel by matchplay position.

●
●

The above bar chart demonstrates that Witsel’s contribution to team success is strongest when he plays in a defensive midﬁelder position, particularly
when playing as part of a 3-4-1-2 formation.
In contrast, when playing in a more central midﬁelder position (rather than defensive), his contribution to team success is around half of that of his
strongest matchday contribution levels.
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Iceland - Key Players

5.3.1 Gylﬁ Sigurdsson
Exhibit 20: Chart illustrating the relative success of Gylﬁ Sigurdsson by matchplay position and the performance attributes of Gylﬁ Sigurdsson and James Ward-Prowse, vs League Percentiles.

●

●

With over 75 international appearances, Gylﬁ Sigurdsson provides the Iceland team with a wealth of experience. The data analysis shows that
Sigurdsson is most successful in an attacking midﬁeld pitch position. He has scored 24 goals for his national side and will certainly be an
attacking threat if selected.
The horizontal bar chart above compares the performance attributes of Gylﬁ Sigurdsson and James Ward-Prowse. The data suggests that
Ward-Prowse is the stronger player in terms of Game Control and his Game Changer attributes, and is more likely to inﬂuence the outcome of
the match.
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5.3.2 Alfreð Finnbogason
Exhibit 21: A radar chart and horizontal bar chart to compare the playing attributes of Alfreð Finnbogason and Harry Kane, vs League Percentiles.

●
●

●

It should be noted that Alfreð Finnbogason has played just 120 minutes out of 5 games this season which is represented by his very high CRCI
and thus, his CRCI should be taken into consideration when reading the player’s analysis.
Despite a lack of game time at his club this season, Finnbogason has indicated his potential to be an eﬀective Game Changer. Whilst he has not
yet displayed well-rounded attributes, as can be seen in comparison to Harry Kane, as a Game Changer the available data suggests that he is
marginally less eﬀective.
Moreover, Finnbogason’s Discipline attribute is very high, almost in the 90th League Percentile compared to all EPL forwards.
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A little bit of science…

At Carteret Analytics we have developed the quantitative analysis utilised to good eﬀect in investment banking for trading strategy, portfolio optimisation,
derivatives pricing and hedging, and risk management by our sister corporate ﬁnance ﬁrm, Carteret Capital - and applied it to football. In particular, our work
provides an objective measure of how good a football player really is - removing all the subjective noise and opinions.
An integral part of the analysis is to calculate a Carteret Rating5 for every football player, which rates and values a player’s contribution to his team winning
football matches. It is incredibly accurate at predicting a player’s capabilities. Indeed, we always start with the premise that a professional football club’s primary
objective is to win matches - and therefore the more a player contributes to his team winning matches, the better the player.

5

Carteret Rating: this is a proprietary method of determining how good a player really is. It is a signiﬁcant and leading-edge algorithm. We assess a player by identifying every match in which he has been
involved (for which we have data) and identifying the key events in each and every one of those matches. These Key Match Events (“KMEs”) are events that led to a goal being scored; could have led to a
goal being scored; led to a goal being conceded; or could have led to a goal being conceded. Then, for each and every KME, in each and every single match, we analyse that player’s contribution to each
of those KMEs. This is a substantial piece of analysis, and one which produces a unique Carteret Rating for the player. It is a dynamic rating, and it changes with each additional match played.
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Glossary

Carteret Rating
This is a proprietary and objective method of determining how good a football player really is (and aims to accurately predict future performance in various
scenarios set by the football club). It is based on a series of leading-edge algorithms that have been developed by Carteret Analytics. These algorithms have
evolved from the quantitative analysis utilised in investment banking by its sister company, Carteret Capital, for, inter alia, asset and equities trading strategies,
pricing and hedging of derivatives, portfolio optimisation and risk management. The algorithmic methodology assesses each player by identifying every match in
which he/she has been involved (for which we have data) and then identifying and isolating the Key Match Events (“KMEs”) in each and every one of those
matches. Then, for each and every KME, in each and every single match, we analyse that player’s contribution to each of those KMEs. This is a substantial piece
of analysis, and one which produces a unique Carteret Rating for the player.
It is a dynamic rating, and it changes with each additional match played. Its ‘beauty’ is in its pure objectivity - ignoring characteristics such as age and nationality,
and avoiding the ‘noise’ of subjective considerations that are frequently taken into account (often wrongly) in trying to determine the ability, attributes,
characteristics and the ‘ﬁt’ of a player into the club style or systems. It is an exceptionally accurate rating, with an r-squared value between 0.88-0.90 for Premier
League players - demonstrating that it is very precise at predicting how good a player will be in the future. The dynamic nature of the Carteret Rating also enables
Carteret Analytics to accurately predict the impact of the player in diﬀerent clubs and diﬀerent leagues.

Carteret Rating Conﬁdence Index (“CRCI”)
We are in the business of predictions, and, more speciﬁcally, accurately predicting the future performance levels of players, managers and teams - in a variety of
league, style, player combination and formation scenarios. We have built a series of algorithms that are able utilise a huge amount of raw data to produce highly
accurate predictions - which we constantly measure after every match to ensure the predictive levels (r-squared value) remains high. The line of predictive
extrapolation in any data analysis will always be dependent on the quality and quantity of raw data. We are usually very conﬁdent with the quality of raw data that
we are able to utilise, but sometimes the quantity of the raw data is lower for one player for a particular period than another player. We need to recognise that
diﬀerence in quantity, and the CRCI is our mechanism for doing so. A CRCI of 1.00 or lower suggests an extremely high level of conﬁdence that the quantity and
quality of the raw data is of a suﬃciently high level to produce a strong extrapolated line of prediction.

Attribute
In addition to a player’s Carteret Rating, we are also able to break down a player’s performance into a number of Attributes - Game Changer, Game Control,
Oﬀensive, Defensive and Discipline. This provides greater clarity on the player’s strengths and weaknesses, and enables us to provide insights into how the player
actually contributes to increasing the probability of his team winning matches. Where the Carteret Rating provides the overall (objective) measure of the player’s
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performances, the Attributes allow us to peel back the layers of those performances - to identify strengths and weaknesses, but also to help us understand how
he might ﬁt into preferred styles and formations. These Attributes have been quantitatively constructed based on rigorous data testing, to provide an accurate
representation of how a number of KMEs can be combined to build a picture of how a player can best contribute in a match to increase the probability of the team
winning.
The Game Changer Attribute measures a player’s creation of, or contribution to, speciﬁc KMEs that were demonstrated to move the in-match position to a better
score position (weighted against the extant opposition score position), or to retain a score position in circumstances where there was a material probability that the
score position could have moved against the player’s team.
The Game Control Attribute measures a player’s ability to maintain a positive score position, and avoid a reduced or negative score position, through a variety of
in-match scenarios such as proactive ball control and movement, maintenance of possession, and transitioning between oﬀensive, defensive and ‘special teams’
types of play (moving the ball and gameplay away from dangerous scenarios in a positive score position, late in the match). It is a good measure of tactical
leadership on the pitch, and it is an extremely beneﬁcial Attribute for teams that value a possession based style of play as well as those teams that need to contain
the game for periods of time.
The Oﬀensive Attribute measures a player’s ability to create and contribute to ‘positive’ KMEs that actually provided an incremental step to oﬀensively maintain an
in-match score position or to positively transform an in-match score position. This will involve forward play, as well as play in a oﬀensively forward zone. Likewise,
the Defensive Attribute measures a player’s ability to create and contribute to ‘protecting and continuing’ KMEs, i.e. to avoiding a reduced and/or negative
in-match score position. All players will have both an Oﬀensive and Defensive Attribute, whatever their position, and these Attributes (as with all Attributes) are
generally measured against a League Percentile of other players in the same position (in a particular league). High levels for both the Oﬀensive and Defensive
Attributes often indicate a player’s [strong] ability to transition quickly and eﬀectively between attack and defence (and vice-versa).
The Discipline Attribute is a useful measure of a player’s ability to avoid losing control of various aspects of a match and to avoid reducing the options of the team
to maximise the probability of winning future matches because he has been suspended through poor Discipline. Poor in-match Discipline often leads to loss of
possession, and frequently leads to negative KMEs. It is usually measured on charts in the positive - i.e. on radar charts or bar charts set against the League
Percentiles for the Attribute, a player whose Discipline is in the bottom 25th League Percentile has a poor Discipline Attribute.

League Percentiles
The mechanism to measure and rate a player against their peers (usually in the same position) in a particular league. References are often made to the lower 25th
League Percentile (which indicates a poor performance measure), 50th League Percentile (which is the average measure), and in the 75th League Percentile (which
indicates high performance - in the top 25% of players in that League).
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Key Match Events (“KMEs”)
Key Match Events (“KMEs”) are events that we have identiﬁed (through constant quantitative testing) as having the greatest inﬂuence on the outcome of a football
match. Our current quantitative modelling includes 42 KMEs, and in very general terms these are events that, to varying degrees), lead to a goal being scored;
could lead to a goal being scored; lead to a goal being conceded; or could lead to a goal being conceded. The Carteret Rating - which is obviously the proprietary
objective measure that permeates everything that we do - measures a player’s creation and contribution to each and every KME, in each and every match for
which we have data on that player. This is a huge piece of data analysis, and is the reason why the Carteret Rating is so accurate and predictive.
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About Carteret Analytics

Carteret Analytics is part of the Carteret Group of companies, based in the City of London, New York and Geneva. It provides leading-edge quantitative analysis
and commercial analytics to clients worldwide, with particular expertise in the sports sector. In football our work includes player rating and valuation, head coach
assessment, team performance analysis, and applying proprietary analytics to transform commercial revenues.
Further information and contact details
If you have any questions, or would like to enquire about further services provided by the Carteret Group, then please feel free to contact one of the team
members listed below.
Matthew Belford
Director - Carteret Group
E: mbelford@carteret.group
T: +44 20 3876 2414

James Powell
CEO - Carteret Group
E: jpowell@carteret.group
T: +44 20 3876 2414

Jack Morris
Corporate Analyst - Carteret Group
E: jmorris@carteret.group
T: +44 20 3876 2414

Joseph Lawlor
Corporate Finance - Carteret Group
E: jlawlor@carteret.group
T: +44 20 3876 2414
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